
Scavullo: Photographs, 50 Years, is the definitive retrospective book on one of the world's greatest living fashion and portrait photographers. For half a century Francesco Scavullo's name has been synonymous with beauty and glamour. His photographs have graced the covers and inside pages of Vogue, Harper's Bazaar, Cosmopolitan, and other fashion magazines worldwide, as well as Time and Newsweek. Portraits of the world's most beautiful women -- Sophia Loren, Catherine Deneuve, Isabella Rossellini, Elizabeth Taylor -- appear throughout this stunning book. And of course there are the models, from Veruschka to Iman to Claudia Schiffer, who are made forever more beautiful by Scavullo. Scavullo has also photographed Sting, Mick Jagger, and Mikhail Baryshnikov; Barbra Streisand, Julie Andrews, and Diana Ross; writers Truman Capote and Edward Albee; designers Karl Lagerfeld, Calvin Klein, and Pauline Trigere; Andy Warhol, Muhammad Ali, and scores of other legendary actors, artists, and entertainers. Special sections on Brooke Shields (first photographed by Scavullo at age seven months for an Ivory soap ad), Madonna, Lauren Hutton, Janis Joplin, and other intriguing figures demonstrate the range and depth of Scavullo's masterful work.
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Shut Up and Smile Supermodels, the Dark Side, Ian Halperin, 1999, Crafts & Hobbies, 239 pages. Presents a portrait of the modeling industry tracing the rise of well-known supermodels, and discusses how many models are misled into a world of drugs, prostitution, violence ....

Red shoes, Kenn Duncan, Sep 15, 1984, Photography, 95 pages.

GiveGet, Jason Bell, Dec 16, 2004, Biography & Autobiography, 72 pages. Jason Bell, internationally renowned celebrity photographer, has created this stunning collection of images to support the GiveGet campaign, which aims to raise more than D“Ñ”50 ....

In and out of Vogue, Grace Mirabella, Judith Warner, Aug 1, 1995, Biography & Autobiography, 257 pages. The author recounts her rise from Macy's saleswoman to creator of Mirabella magazine, describing her celebrated dismissal as editor of Vogue and offering a behind-the-scenes ....


Radical Rags Fashions of the Sixties, Joel Lobenthal, 1990, History, 256 pages. Surveys the exuberant fashions of the sixties, discusses the social background of the period, and looks at the famous models and designers.

The Art of Makeup, Kevyn Aucoin, May 1, 1996, Crafts & Hobbies, 176 pages. Makeup artist Kevyn Aucoin shares step-by-step makeup techniques, and briefly describes the techniques he has used for thirty-five famous women, including Christie Brinkley.

Missing Girls, Lois Metzger, Apr 1, 2001, Juvenile Fiction, 176 pages. During eighth grade, Carrie moves in with her grandmother, becomes friends with an withdrawn classmate, and comes to terms with her mother's death.

Photography and Cinema, David Campany, Nov 15, 2008, Photography, 160 pages. This account of photography and cinema shows how the two media are not separate but in fact have influenced each other since their inception. David Campany explores.


Horst portraits 60 years of style, Horst, Terence Pepper, Robin Muir, National Portrait Gallery (Great Britain), Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Sep 1, 2001, Photography, 211 pages. Collects 170 of the twentieth-century photographer's portraits of actors, artists, models, royalties, and socialites, in a volume complemented by extensive notes on both the...

Photography and Cinema, David Campany, Nov 15, 2008, Photography, 160 pages. This account of photography and cinema shows how the two media are not separate but in fact have influenced each other since their inception. David Campany explores.


Canon EOS 40D Digital Field Guide, Charlotte K. Lowrie, Apr 7, 2008, Photography, 320 pages. An introduction to the Canon EOS 40D camera examines the purpose and function of the camera's basic controls and how to use them, accompanied by explanations of custom.


What's in a name laws and customs regarding the naming of children and related topics, YeshaDšÂ»y. Zusha Dâ„–a,—N•ilheln, 2006, Jewish law, 277 pages.


Black As He's Painted, Ngaio Marsh, Dec 15, 1999, Fiction, 256 pages. The charismatic president of...
Doing business on the Internet how the electronic highway is transforming American companies, Mary J. Cronin, 1994, Business & Economics, 308 pages. The Internet is changing the way America does business. This high-speed, electronic network of networks already connects close to 10 million users in companies, universities ...

Unit Operations of Chemical Engineering, Warren Lee McCabe, Julian Smith, Peter Harriott, 2005, Technology & Engineering, 1140 pages. "The seventh edition of Unit Operations of Chemical Engineering contains new material throughout the textbook and many additional problems. However, the basic structure ...

Complete poetry and selected prose, John Donne, 1929, English Literature, 793 pages.


Shapeshifter, J. F. Gonzalez, 2003, Fiction, 216 pages. Mark Wiseman has been living with the curse for years. He thought he had it under control. He thought he had kept it secret from everybody. Until Bernard Roberts, a powerful ...


Beethoven -- Selected Intermediate to Early Advanced Piano Sonata Movements, Vol 1, Beethoven, Ludwig van, Jan 1, 1992, Music, 76 pages. This edition contains 13 of the most beautiful and useful movements from Beethoven's most popular sonatas, These intermediate to early advanced piano sonata movements are ...

Letters from Malabar and on the Way, Henry Bruce, 1909, Malabar (India), 141 pages.

Fearless Love [Immortal Love 2], Stacey Espino, Sep 23, 2010, Fiction. [Siren Classic: Erotic Paranormal Romance, Vampires, Demons] Javen Highland is the most ruthless Fear Demon and has the reputation to back it up. He keeps away from love ...

Teaching Physical Education for Learning, Judith E. Rink, Peter H. Werner, 1985, Education, 348 pages. "Teaching Physical Education for Learning helps you understand teaching as a process-one that is interactive and content specific. Focusing on physical education for ...

Reading Difficulties Instruction and Assessment, Barbara M. Taylor, 1995, Language Arts & Disciplines, 465 pages. This new edition continues to focus on informal, teacher-led assessment and correction of reading difficulties using regular classroom reading materials. This focus on informal ...

Nature's Gift of Food, Jan de Vries, May 20, 2011, Cooking, 176 pages. Your food is your medicine and your medicine your food. So said Hippocrates, the father of medicine - but nothing could sum up Jan de Vries' approach to dietary management ...

The Carpenters The Untold Story, Ray Coleman, Mar 1, 1995, Anorexia nervosa, 359 pages. Music journalist Coleman, the author of Lennon and Clapton!, with the full cooperation of Richard and the Carpenter family, explores the public and private lives of the ...

Bloodline of the Holy Grail, Laurence Gardner, Sep 1, 2004, Religion, 454 pages. From royal and suppressed archives comes documented proof of the heritage of Jesus in the West and the long awaited discovery of the Holy Grail. In fulfilling this time-honored ...

Teaching and Learning in Information Retrieval, Efthimis Efthimiadis, Juan M. Fernández-Luna, Juan F. Huete, Andrew MacFarlane, Oct 6, 2011, Computer science, 228 pages. Information Retrieval has become a very active research field in the 21st century. Many from academia and industry present their innovations in the field in a wide variety of ...


Hallucinogenic drugs, Fountaine Christine Brown, 1972, Medical, 154 pages.

The three robbers, Tomi Ungerer, 1962, Brigands and robbers, 38 pages. Story of three robbers who spent their loot on a castle for sad or abandoned orphans.

Titus Crow, Volume 3 In The Moons of Borea, Elysia, Brian Lumley, Oct 20, 2000, Fiction, 384 pages. Titus Crow and his companions continue their battles to defend the Planet Earth against Cthulhu and the elder gods in a collection of two complete novels, In the Moons of Borea ...

Suggestions for the Organization of Libraries in India, S. R. Ranganathan, 2007, History, 176 pages. PREFACE. THE Author of this very practical treatise on Scotch Loch - Fishing desires clearly that it may be of use to all who had it. He does not pretend to have written ...

Livy, Book 22, Livy, 1888, Punic War, 2nd, 218-201 B.C., 266 pages.

Managing Indian Railways The Future Ahead, V. K. Agarwal, Nov 1, 2003, Railroads, 463 pages. This Book By A Former Chairman Of The Railway Board, Covers Various Facets Of Management And Human Resource
Pippi Goes to School, Astrid Lindgren, 1998, First day of school, 32 pages. After Tommy and Annika entice Pippi into going to school, her first-and-only day there is unlike anything they ever expected.


The neuroanatomic basis for clinical neurology, Talmage L. Peele, 1977, Medical, 609 pages.

Alice in Wonderland, Lewis Carroll, Mar 1, 2002, Juvenile Fiction, 159 pages. A little girl falls down a rabbit hole and discovers a world of nonsensical and amusing characters.

Small Group Strategies Ideas and Activities for Developing Spiritual Growth in Your Students, Laurie Polich, Charley Scandlyn, 2004, Religion, 128 pages. Small Group Ideas & Activities lays out a strategic approach to small group meetings, so your students can be ministered to personally and effectively. It shows you how to ...


24/7, Part 3, Betty Burston, Dec 1, 1994, Fiction, 256 pages.